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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is devoted to the main problem of external ballistics, i.e., the problem of 
finding a trajectory of a material point, which starts in the given initial set, reaches the given target 
set at time to be determined, and satisfies the dynamics law as well as some optimality constraint, 
while the absolute value of its initial velocity is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main problem of external ballistics consists of finding an appropriate trajectory of a material 
object, the motion of which is governed by the equations of dynamics, given both its initial 
position in space and that of the target. Let the position of an object at any moment of time t 
be determined by a vector of coordinates r(t) G R n. Given the absolute value of initial velocity 
v0 _> 0 (or equivalently, the initial kinetic energy), we are going to study the problem of finding 
the trajectory starting in the set 40 c R n and reaching 41 c R n at a moment of time T > 0 to 
be determined, thus satisfying the conditions 
e = f ( t , r ,e ) ,  
(1) 
r(0) e 40, r(T) 41, I (0)1 = v0, 
here the vector-function f : [0, +co) x R n x R n --, R n represents the action of external forcing 
field and [ • [ stands for the norm in R n. Neither the starting point nor the point of impact with 
the target is initially given, while the whole trajectory is subject to the optimality constraint 
~0 T I (r ,  T) -- g (t, r,/~) dt --* min, (2) 
where g: [0, +co) x R n x R n - ,  R generates the cost functional I(.). One notes, that as the 
moment T of attaining the target 41 is not fixed, this turns out to be a problem with respect 
to a pair of unknowns (r(.), T). It can be also regarded as optimal control problem, where the 
control is represented by the modulus of the initial velocity v0. Problems of the above type with 
fixed endpoints and without the optimality condition have been extensively investigated recently 
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in [1,2] by the special method of majorants based on the Banach contraction principle. The 
results we get in this paper concerning problem (1),(2) can, therefore, be viewed as the further 
development of the research started in the above papers, and we will use the reparametrization of 
time suggested in [2] and exploit the Schauder fixed point principle. When reducing problem (1) 
to a system of functional inclusions, we use the basic ideas of the theory of an abstract functional 
differential equation elaborated in [3] and applied to the special systems of functional equations 
in [4]. 
2. NOTAT ION AND PREL IMINARIES  
The solution to problem (1) with the optimality condition (2) will be considered in the class 
of pairs (r(.),T), where T > 0 and r(.) is a vector function with the first derivative absolutely 
continuous on ( 0, T) and the second derivative ssentially bounded on the same interval. If, for 
such a pair, (1) holds a.e. on (0, T), then we call r(.) the admissible trajectory. Reparametrizing 
the time and introducing the substitution of variables 
t=Tr ,  X(T) =r (Tr ) ,  (3) 
in problem (1), we get 
x(0) e ii0, 
~= T2f (TT, X, T) , 
x(1) e ii1, Ix(0){ = v0T, 
(4) 
which is now a boundary value problem with respect o the unknowns (x(r),T), with fixed 
bounds, because r E [0, 1]. Note that the relationships (3) give one-to-one correspondence b - 
tween the sets of solution pairs of problems (1) and (4). With respect o new variables, the 
optimality condition (2) takes the form 
I1( ) / ix ,  T)  = T g Tr ,  x,  dr  --* min. (5) 
Let L p stand for the space of the vector functions x: [0, 1] ~ R"  with Lebesgue integrable 
with power p, when 1 _< p < +oo and with essentially bounded components if p = co, equipped 
with its usual norm 
llxll,:-- { (Z 1'', 1 <_,< 
ess suP[O,1] Ix(r)[, p = +oo. 
Consider the standard Sobolev space W~ 'p := W2'~((O, 1); Rn), the elements of which can be iden- 
tified with vector functions having absolutely continuous first derivatives and second derivatives 
from L p. Clearly, W~ 'p _~ LPn x R 2n by an isomorphism 
1 
J~0 2,p J : (z,f~0, fh) E LP x R'~ × Rn ~-* G(r , s )z (s )ds+(1- r )~o+r f l lEW~ , 
the inverse of which is given by 
j -1  : x E W 2'p ~ (it, x(0),x(1)) e L~ x R '~ x R n, 
where 
- (1 - s)r, 
a( r , s )= - (1 - r ) s ,  
0<T<8~l ,  
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This means that any element x E W 2'p can be uniquely represented in the form 
/o 1 x(t) = G(T, s)it(s) ds + (1 - r)x(0) + TX(1). 
We note in advance that max[0,1 ] f01 [G(T, s)l ds = 1/8 and max[0,1 ] f~ {G~(T, s){ ds = 1/2. 
In the sequel, we seek the solutions (x(.),T) to problem (4) in the product space W 2'°° x 
[0, +c~). This corresponds to the physical assumption of boundedness of forces (and therefore, 
accelerations). We say that the pair (x(.), T) is a (locally) optimal solution to problem (4),(5) 
if it satisfies (4) and provides a (local) minimum to the functional (5) in the above space. The 
respective solutions to the original problem (1),(2) are found according to the relationship (3). 
It is worth recalling that when the cost functional satisfies additional properties, e.g., is strictly 
convex, then its local minimum is automatically a global one. Such a situation can often be 
encountered in applications, when the cost is represented by a quadratic functional. 
3. TRAJECTORIES BETWEEN DISJOINT SETS 
In this section, we obtain some coarse results which require the condition that the initial and 
the target sets be separated. More sophisticated results overriding this restrictive assumption 
will be provided in the next section. 
We introduce the following set of assumptions. 
(Q1) fi-0 c R n, -41 c R n are bounded and closed. Write [-4i[ = maXa~A, la[, i = 0, 1, cl - 
max{[,40[, /t1[}, c2 = diam (-40 U ,41). 
(Q2) f :  [0,1] x [0, +oo) x R n x R n --* R n, f(r, T,x, y) := T2f(TT, x, y /T )  is a Carath~odory 
vector function satisfying the estimate 
{ ]f(T,T,x,y)] < (I) (~b, U, V ) ,  
V~[0,~], T~[0,1], Ixl<U, ly l<V~ 
I f (0,r ,x,y) l  _< ¢(O,V,V), 
where (I) is the scalar function nondecreasing with respect o each variable. 
(Q3) 9:  [0,1] x [0, +co) x R n x R n --* R U {+oc}, 9(r, T, x, y) := Tg(TT, x, y /T )  ~_ a(t), where 
a(t) E LI(0, 1), is a Carath4odory function. 
One can now claim the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let there exist T > 0 and R > 0 such that the conditions (Q1)-(Q3) and the 
system of inequalities 
C2 < V0~/%, 
) (I) T ,~+c l ,~+c2 <2min  ~,  
(I) 0, g + cl, ~ + c2 < 2 dist (-40,-41) 
are satisfied. Then problem (1),(2) has at least one locally optimal solution (r*(.), T*) such that 
0 < T* < T and max[o,~ 1 {r*(t)l < R/8 + c2. 
REMARKS. 
1. The condition c2 < vo ~b admits the easiest physical interpretation. It means that the 
modulus of initial velocity (or the value of initial kinetic energy) should be large enough 
to pass the distance between the two most distant points of the initial set /io and the 
target A1 during the time T in the absence of external forcing. 
2. As will be clear from the proof, under the conditions of the theorem, each point of the 
target al E / i l  is reachable from any point of the source ao E/10. 
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PROOF. Using the isomorphism J between the spaces Wn 2'p and L~ x R 2n, 1 < p < +oo, intro- 
duced in Section 2, rewrite problem (4) in the equivalent form of a system of functional inclusions 
( /0 '  /0 ' ) z(r) e f  T,T, G(r ,s)z(s)ds  + (1 -  r)Ao + rft l ,  G~(r , s )z (s )ds -  Ao + fi,1 , 
fol(1 - s)z(s) ds + Ao - -~1 
TE wo 
(6) 
It is obvious that the set of solutions (z(.), T) to the latter coincides with the union of the sets 
of solutions to the systems of equations 
( f01 f01 ) z (T )=f  "c,T, G(T,S)Z(s)ds + (1-- T)ao + Tal, Gr ( r , s )z (s )ds -  ao + ax , 
(7) 
fo(1 - s)z(s)ds + ao - al 
T= 
v0 
when ao runs over ,40, while as runs over -41. The remainder of the proof is logically divided 
into two steps. 
STEP 1. First, using the Schauder fixed point theorem, we show that the set of solutions to (6) 
in LP n x R is nonempty. For this purpose, consider the closed convex bounded set 
B={(z ,T )~L~xR: I t z l Io~<R,O<T<T}.  
One notes easily, that for each fixed a0 ~ A0, al q -41, the system of equations (7) has the form 
u = A/'(u), where u = (z, T) ~ L~ x R, A/" : Lnn x R --* Lv~ x R. According to condition (Q2), 
the Nemytskii operator generated by the function f is continuous and bounded on bounded 
sets, as a map from R x C([0,1];R") x C([0,1];R n) to L~ (see [5, Chapter 3]). Minding that 
W~,V c W~ 'v C C([0, 1]; Rn), while the imbeddings are compact for p > 1, we conclude that the 
operator N is compact and continuous. Observe now that A/'(B) C/3 provided that the following 
set of inequalities holds: 
(R R ) (I) T,-~-4-Cl,-~---[-c2 < R, 
+ c ,R/2 + 
e~ + c2 < voT, 
2 
0 < ¢ (0, R/8 + cl, R/2 + c2) 
- 2 < dist (-~0,A1) , 
which clearly reduces to the system of inequalities in the conditions of the theorem being proved. 
Thus, according to the Schauder fixed point principle, the set M of solutions to (6) inside/3 is 
not empty. 
STEP 2. We now look at the system of inclusions (6) from another point of view. Observe that it 
O O 
has the form u E A/'(u), where u E L~ xR, Af :/_2 nxR --, 2L~ xR is a compact multivalued operator 
with closed graph. Thus, the set of solutions M C/3, which has been found in the first step, is 
compact. At the same time, due to condition (Q3), the functional I(z, T, ~0,/31) :=/ ( J - I x ,  T) 
is lower semicontinuous over the space LVn x R x R n x R n, and thus, attains its minimum at some 
point (z*,T*,a~,a~) of compact set M x/ io  x -AI- 
Now we may consider /~ C L~ x R as the closure of an open ball B C L~ x R with the 
boundary OB. The system of inequalities written out in Step 1 of the proof suggests that 
Af(OB) c B, and thus, M f30B = 0. Therefore, (z*,T*) is an internal point of an open ball B, 
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and we conclude that it is, in fact, a local minimum of the functional. Applying the inverse of 
the isomorphism J and using the relationship (3), we get the locally optimal solution (r* (.), T*) 
to the original problem. | 
Before passing to the study of particular cases, we return to the above-claimed general result 
when both the source and the target consist each of a single point, i.e., A0 = {a0}, -41 = {al}. 
Note that it still makes sense to consider problem (1) with the optimality condition (2), for as is 
well known from mechanics, there is often more than one admissible trajectory joining two given 
points. It is convenient to place the origin of the coordinate system at the source point, so that 
a0 = 0. In this case, cl = c2 = lall and the system of inequalities in the statement of Theorem 1 
is reduced to the form 
¢ (0, R/8 + Cl, R/2 + cl) < cl < voT, 
2 ( . . )  (- } ¢ T'-8- +c l ' -~+c l  <2min R2,v0T_cl • 
From the qualitative point of view, one observes that this system is satisfied when the external 
forcing field is %veak," while the absolute value of initial velocity is sufficiently large. We also 
emphasize that the method of proof guarantees not only that the set of admissible trajectories 
is not empty, but also that the respective set of pairs (z(.), T) can be approximated by Galerkin 
numerical technique applied to the system of equations (7) (see [6]). In the papers [1,2], the case 
of trajectories between two single points has been considered under the additional requirements 
of smoothness of the function f(r, T,x,y), like Lipschitz continuity with Lipschitz constants 
satisfying special estimates. Under such assumptions, the unique admissible trajectory has been 
found which, in fact, corresponds to the minimum time T of reaching the target (the time 
optimality problem). Such a trajectory can be found by an iteration process pointed out in these 
papers. We also remark that in contrast with the above-cited papers, here we study the problem 
in the space of derivatives (accelerations) rather than in the space of trajectories. This leads to 
finer and more natural a pr/or/estimates onsolutions. 
An important particular case we are going to deal with here represents the movement of a 
charged particle in magnetic field, which is modelled by the boundary value problem 
(8) 
r(0) E/i0, r(T) E/ i l ,  I/~(0)l = v0, 
subject o the optimality condition (2). Here, B(r) is an n x n matrix function. The auxiliary 
system of inclusions (6) can now be rewritten in the form 
(L' )(L' ) Z(T) • TB G(T, s)z(s) ds + (1 - T)/t0 + ~A1 Gr(r, s)z(s) ds - .4o + A1 , 
(9) 
Ifnl(1 - s)z(s)ds - Ao + 7il 
T•  I -  
V0 
Denote by II1" III, the appropriate matrix norm conformed with the norm in N n. The conditions 
of solvability of the problem (8),(2) are given by the following statement. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let the matrix function B(r) be continuous and satisfy the estimate l llB(r)ll] 
B(R) for ]r[ < R. If there exist such T > 0, R > 0 that the conditions (Q1), (Q3), and the 
system of inequalities 
c2 < v0T, dist (-40, A1) ¢ 0, 
TB(R+Cl )  (R+c2)  <2min{  R c2} 
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hold, then the problem (8),(2) has at least one locally optimal solution (r*(.),T*) such that 
0 < T* < T and max[0,~ ] [r*(t)[ < R/8 + cl. 
The above statement leads to an important qualitative conclusion that sufficiently large values 
of the initial kinetic energy of a charged particle and sufficiently small values of the modulus of 
the magnetic induction guarantee the solvability of the boundary value problem (8), and thus, 
the attainability of the given target set from the given source. 
Another interesting particular case which also has a wide scope of applications in practice 
occurs when the external forcing field depends only on coordinates f -- f(r). The boundary value 
problem corresponds to this situation: 
i ~ = f(r), (10) 
r(0) • -40, r(T) • / i l ,  [/'(0)[ = v0. 
The auxiliary system of inclusions (6) now assumes the form (I 1 ) 
Z(T) • T2f G(T, s)z(s) ds + (1 - T)-A0 + T~Z~l , 
T • f°l(1 - s)z(s)ds + Ao - / i l  I (11) 
v0 
The following assertion is valid. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let the vector function f(r) be continuous and satisfy the estimate [f(r)[ <_ 
O(R) for [r[ <_ R. If the conditions (Q1), (Q3), and the system of inequalities 
c2 < v0~ b, dist (A0,-A1) ¢ 0, 
T20(R+o)<2min{  R v°~b2' - c2}  
hold, then problem (10),(2) has at least one locally optimal solution (r*(.),T*) such that 0 < 
T* < T and max[0,~ ] [r*(t)[ < R/8 + cl. 
4. EX ISTENCE OF LOOPS 
One notes that all the statements of this section contain the rather restrictive condition that the 
initial set and the target must be disjoint (dist (-40, .41) ~ 0). Of course, this is quite unpleasant, 
for we are unable to analyze a number of practical situations, and in particular, the existence of 
generalized loops, i.e., the trajectories that start and end in the same set (in this case, fi'0 = -A1). 
Below we will try to develop our technique so as to eliminate this condition and also handle 
situations where the initial set and the target are not necessarily disjoint. This will certainly lead 
to some extra requirements on the external field represented by the vector function f(t, r,/'). In 
particular, we introduce in addition to the assumptions (Q1)-(Q3), the following one. 
(Q2 r) The vector function t" satisfies the lower estimate 
Te[0,1] ,  [x I~U , [y [_<V~ min ~(T,T ,x ,y) I>¢(T,U,V) ,  
i=l, . . . ,n 
where ¢ is a scalar function nondecreasing with respect o each variable. 
This allows us to assert the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let there exist To > O, T > To, and R > 0 that the conditions (Q1)-(Q3),(Q2') 
and the system of inequalities 
C2 ~ roT, 
~b,~-+O,~+c2 <2min  -c2  , 
¢ TO,~+Cl,~+c2 )2(voTo+c2) 
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are satisfied. Then problem (1),(2) has at least one locally optimal solution (r*(-), T*) such that 
To < T* < T and maX[To,~] Ir*(t)l < R/8 + ce. 
One observes that the condition on the separation of the sets has disappeared, to be replaced 
by a new one on the minorant ¢ of the components of the vector function f. 
PROOF. One needs only some small adjustment in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1. Namely, 
one considers the closed convex set 
B = { (z,T) E LP x R : IIzI[oo < R, To < T < T}  , 1 <p< +co, 
and observes that if the following system of inequalities holds: 
(R R ) ¢ T,~+cl,~+c2 <R, 
+ c ,R/2 + c2) + < voW, 
2 
¢ (To, R/8 + Ch R/2 + c2) _ c2 > voTo, 
2 
then Af(/3) c /3. Then, following the steps of the proof of Theorem 1, one shows the above 
statement. II 
Now we can formulate the analogous result concerning the autonomous problem (10). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let the vector function f(r) be continuous atisfying the estimates [f(r)[ _< 
¢(R) and mini=l,... ,n [f~(r)[ > ¢(R) for [r[ < R. If there exist such To > O, T > To, R > 0 that 
the conditions (Q1), (Q3), and the system of inequalities 
C2 < v0T, 
R ^ 
T2~ (~-+ c l )<2min{~,voT-c2} ,  
hold, then problem (10),(2) has at least one locally optimal solution (r*(.), T*) such that To < 
T* < T and maX[Toj. ] [r*(t)[ < R/8 + Cl. 
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